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About This Game

The Monsters have invaded the jungle and took many animals captive. They are destroying all the jungles one by one. The free
animals have no other choice but ask for help from our hero Happy Singh.

You play as Happy Singh, a cute little guy with magical powers. Your goal is to rescue all the captive animals from the
Monsters. Gain new magical powers by collecting in game coins.

Each level is a 3d maze where you have to find keys to unlock the next area. Also each level is filled with deadly Monsters of
different types. Each type of Monster has unique fighting style. Run, Shoot, Jump and bring happiness back to the Jungle.
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Shrimasis Rout
Publisher:
Seed Games LLP
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT220, AMD HD5570, Intel HD4000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,French,German
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happy singh adventures

Love this game, the battle system remind me of Lufia part 1 and 2 from SNES. I can't wait for part 2 to come out! :).
\udb40\udc21. Great gameplay, nice graphics, exciting PVP battle.
10/10 would praise the Lord and 7/11. In my opinion this game is a little hidden gem. Not many people play it anymore and its a
shame.
Nice clean graphics, simple controls and an interesting "teach your A.I." mode.
From time to time it goes on sale for less than 1e\/1$, buy it, you wont regret it ;). Fantastic game at least someone is doing
something good with Survival Horror since Capcom and Konami have run it into the ground. Yes the animations are abit dodgy
but you have to remember there's only one developer working on the game.. Great Game. Hard and really frustrating.
Feel really accomplished when a mission is completed.. This is nice
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The game is fun, but very short. If you add some more levels or characters, it will be great. Same crap as the original one.. The
game itself is fine. Old, quite old, but fine. Good music and audio surprisingly but not so great graphics with turn based squad
combat. So far I can't figure out if it's entirely linear or not, but otherwise it reminds me of Fallout 1 a little bit.

The reason I absolutely don't recommend is because I have never actually played this steam version. I had to hunt all over to find
an actually working copy. Steam seems to be in the habit of selling broken crap to people and being stingy about refunds. It's a
TERRIBLE business practice and reflects extremely poorly on Steam. Seriously go to GOG or hell pirate the thing if you want a
copy that works. Don't give your money to steam it's Russian roulette whether your leased not owned copy of a game even
works. Some people get this game working fine. Others manage to fix it somehow. Then a bunch of others never get to play it
because it's just utterly broken.

They have done worse though. Deadlock is still on steam store despite the fact it literally cannot work on newer machines and
by newer I mean post Windows 7. Steam, stop selling broken crap. This game only gives me please insert CD error at best. I
have found no fix for it except not using steam for it.. Game bought on indiegala.com.

A Great puzzle game. The concept is quite interesting and completing a level leave you with a sense of accomplishement. Works
well with oculus rift and the touch control except grabbing with the triger button instead of the Grip button is kinda weird.. I
don't nderstand why so many steam game doesn't use the Grip button to Grip.. it's in the button's name! Also, teleportation
works like Roborecall except you use the trigger button to select where you want to move and then you have to use the control
stick to reorient yourself.. Why not do like Roborecall and simply use the control stick?

Levels are well designed and interesting to complete. I do receommend the game considering that I didn't pay the full price..
Zasa takes two interesting puzzle concepts and blends them together for a pretty clever experience.

The main concept behind the puzzles is that you're inscribing lines between the nodes on a perspective-less cube so that when
the cube is opened up the inscribed lines will match the pattern in the corner diagram. You can draw on whichever 3 faces are
closest to the camera, but you can also rotate the cube (and the already-drawn lines with it) to access the other faces.

The first trick is thinking about how the finished image should look when wrapped around the cube. The second trick is that you
can't "pick up" your pen. This in itself adds two factors of difficulty:

You have to think about whether the shape has to begin at a certain node in order to be completed (you can't trace the
same path twice)

When you rotate the cube, the cursor doesn't move along with it. So if there's a linebreak in the puzzle, you have to plan
the position of the cursor as part of your rotation.
There is some text-only narration between levels, and the dialogue is a bit stiff at times. I'm only a few dozen stages in,
but it's solid so far.

cube\/10. Although I haven't even played it enough to even see what the game has offered, you can obviouslly tell that
this is just a port of a console game. No config, no tutorial (even though it doesn't really need one, as it's pretty easy to
learn). I unfortunately did not have a friend at the time to play this with, let alone know the keyboard controls (since
there are no options or guides anywhere, even online). I mean heck, even some of the worst games I've ever played at
least had an option to change the music and sound settings.

I could honestly see some people getting into this, but until there's some kind of patch or update, it's not really worth it.

I can't really give this a fair rating, unfortunately. Once I continue, I might update this review. So far it seems like a good
game with wasted (or rather unused) potential.. indie rpg made with RPG maker telling a serious story - you can easily
treat this game as a visual story.
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